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1.0 Introduction
1.1 Background and Purpose

Figure 1: Main Street Mount Airy, North
Carolina.

Downtown Mount Airy is one of the most successful
downtowns in the Southeast. Main Street is nearly 100%
occupied with a variety of shops, restaurants, cafés and
attractions such as the Mount Airy Museum of Regional
History and the Andy Griffith Museum located in the Mount
Airy Visitors Center. With the restoration of the Renfro
Textile Mill into loft condominiums, downtown residential
development has brought new full-time residents into the core
of the community. Mount Airy also plays host to a vibrant
calendar of arts and cultural events that culminate each year
with two back-to-back festivals bringing thousands to the
downtown area. As the boyhood home of Andy Griffith and
the inspiration for the fictional town of Mayberry, Mount Airy
has also benefited from a rapidly growing tourism base
centered on nostalgia for the Andy Griffith Show.
While this success points to a strong and vibrant community,
Mount Airy has faced the same challenges of many Carolina
Piedmont communities. As manufacturing has declined in the
region, suburban retail growth has competed for the customer
dollar, and vacant mills and surrounding land have replaced
once vibrant employment centers close to downtown. In
Mount Airy specifically, the hum of the Spencer Textile plant
has been replaced with silence as its manufacturing operation
has moved elsewhere. This move has left a large tract of land
underutilized in an area on the west side of downtown that is
no longer as vibrant as in years’ past.
Recognizing this fact, and building on the recommendations of
the Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy
developed for Surry County by Angelou Economics, Mount
Airy commissioned a West Side Development Master Plan for
the community to provide a roadmap for the continued
improvement of downtown. The Angelou study pointed to
downtown revitalization and a focus on hospitality and design,
among others, as the lynchpins of the future economic success
of the county.
In the summer of 2004, the City of Mount Airy retained Arnett
Muldrow & Associates, HadenStanziale, H. Blount Hunter, and
Kubilins Transportation as a team of consultants to develop
this plan. The West Side district is identified generally as the
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area bounded by Main Street to the East, Independence
Boulevard to the North, South Street to the West and by Pine,
Rockford and Cherry Streets to the South. The plan examines
physical improvements in this area and also presents several
components applicable to all of downtown. These include
market-based recommendations for new developments, a
marketing strategy, and organizational steps to ensure that the
improvements to downtown will be implemented.

1.2 Process
In the summer of 2004, the City of Mount Airy commissioned
this study and formed a steering committee made up of key
stakeholders to guide the master planning process for the
consulting team. The plan began with a three-day kick off
session where the team met individually with a number of
community stakeholders and conducted group sessions with
merchants, realtors, students representatives, and others.

Figure 2: Market Street in
downtown Mount Airy: one of the
plan’s key study areas.

The purpose of these meetings was to learn as much as possible
about any factors related to the project, determine the strengths
and challenges of the study area, and look for opportunities and
themes to focus on during the remainder of the master plan.
The team also conducted a physical analysis of the West Side
area and its context in the overall downtown. The work
session, and subsequent stakeholder interviews, resulted in a
Strategic Assessment presentation that provided input that
served as the foundation for the planning process.
After the strategic assessment, the team delved into greater
detail on the master plan effort organizing recommendations
into four key themes: physical master plan, market assessment,
image and marketing, and an action strategy.
These
recommendations were presented to the steering committee and
the public for review and comment. The input gathered helped
refine the plan and formulates this report.

1.3 Report Format
This plan report is designed to present the findings of the West
Side Development Master Plan in a brief and easy to
understand format.
It relates all of the Master Plan
recommendations to four strategies for the future, each of
which contains important steps in implementing the plan. For
each strategy, the strategic vision is presented, followed by
background issues, and finally a description of each phased
Mount Airy West Side Development Master Plan • Page 2

task item. These implementation steps are presented as short,
medium and, where necessary, long-term improvements. While
the first strategy concentrates on the physical area of
downtown identified as the West Side Development area, the
remaining three strategies are applicable to all of the Central
Business District of Mount Airy.
The report concludes with an implementation strategy and
action plan designed to outline the steps needed to begin
putting the plan in place. All five strategic areas are
summarized in a “Strategy Board” which distills all of the
recommendations of the West End Development Master Plan
into a one-sheet document.

1.4 Acknowledgments
This plan could not have been completed without the help of
many groups and individuals. The West Side Development
Master Plan Steering Committee directed this process from
beginning to end. Their dedication to Mount Airy was evident
through their willingness to serve and their thoughtful
contributions to guide the consultant team through the process.
Jeff Coutu and the staff of the Mount Airy Planning
Department were critical in establishing meetings, setting
interviews and providing guidance and support to the
consultant team. Finally, the concerned citizens of Mount Airy
who actively participated in the stakeholder interviews and
town meeting are the heart and soul of the community and will
ultimately make this planning effort successful for years to
come.
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2.0 Creating the Growth:
Economic Development Strategy
2.1 Vision
Mount Airy will solidify its role as a regional destination and
couple this success with a growing visitor market to create new
opportunities for retail, restaurant, residential, and professional
developments.

2.2 Background
2.2.1 The Retail Setting in Mount Airy
Mount Airy’s comparison goods retail offerings are primarily
located in suburban settings including an enclosed mall and
commercial corridors.
Mount Airy has attracted many
contemporary retailers in a critical mass that is larger than
required merely by the residents of Mount Airy and Surry
County.
As in many communities, chain retailers competing on price
now dominate Mount Airy’s retail offering. These merchants
operate with a “suburban site strategy” that is dependent upon
securing locations offering convenient regional access, high
exposure, and vast amounts of dedicated parking. Many of
these retailers have rigid building size and dimension
requirements for store efficiency. Few downtowns can satisfy
the physical requirements of most of these merchants.
Downtown Mount Airy is primarily the site of independent
specialty stores and tourist-oriented merchants. Many of these
businesses could not survive the rental economics of suburban
sites yet they are able to survive in Downtown Mount Airy.
Figure 3: Main-Oak Emporium, one of
downtown's major specialty retail spaces.

The merchandise mix of Downtown Mount Airy includes
several comparison goods retailers in several key categories
(apparel, furniture, hardware, sporting goods) that serve as
“destination retailers.” These merchants lend stability to the
district but represent a minority of the downtown business
base.
Downtown offers merchants the ability to serve multiple
markets including local residents. tourists, and daytime
workers. Several downtown merchants are able to capitalize
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upon visitors to Downtown Mount Airy as the key to their
business success.
2.2.2 The Regional Trade Area
Mount Airy serves an established regional trade area for
comparison retail goods that extends well beyond Surry County
into adjacent counties in North Carolina and into southern
Virginia. The boundaries of this trade area are influenced by
population density, highway patterns, and distance to
competing retail destinations.
This regional trade area has a population of 121,000 with an
average household income of $44,300. The GAFO potential of
this regional trade area is $8 billion annually. GAFO
represents the types of merchandise normally sold in
department stores and includes general merchandise, clothing,
furniture and home furnishings, appliances, books, office, gifts,
and related merchandise. Surry County is a $1 billion retail
market; Mount Airy is a $0.5 billion market. Mount Airy’s
estimated “capture” of regional retail expenditure potential is
15 percent.
In spite of this potential, Mount Airy’s share of the overall
market has declined slightly. Total retail sales in Surry County
have increased in recent years while sales within Mount Airy
have declined. Mount Airy remains the most significant retail
outpost within Surry County despite its declining share of
countywide retail sales.
RETAIL SALES TREND
North
Carolina
Surry County
Mount Airy
Mount Airy’s
Share of County

FY 98
FY 03
$73,126,087,411 $79,504,414,623

CHANGE
+8.7 percent

$859,532,494
$530,464,268

$905,054,008
$513,482,780

+5.3 percent
-3.2 percent

62 percent

57 percent

-9.1 percent

Figure 4: Retail Sales information for Mount Airy, Surry County, and
Norrth Carolina.

2.2.3 Another Look at Surry County Retail Trends
Another way to look at the retail trade patterns in the
community is to examine retail leakage. As mentioned before,
Mount Airy West Side Development Master Plan • Page 5

Surry County represents about a $1 billion retail market.
Consumer buying power within Surry County is equal to about
$746 million dollars. Meaning that there is a net inflow of
dollars into the countywide market reinforcing the notion that
Mount Airy as the retail “capital” of the region. Mount Airy is
attracting sales from a geographic area far outside the city and
the county itself.
Yet, when specific retail categories are examined, an
interesting trend emerges. There are several retail categories
such as apparel and accessory stores, home furnishings,
sporting goods, bookstores, and others where the Surry County
market is actually leaking sales to other communities. Stores
in the county simply are not satisfying the demand for those
types of consumer buying. The fact that the overall trade area
is much larger points to even greater opportunities to recapture
some of these sales.
The chart below illustrated the potential for 64,000 additional
square feet of retail space if only one in every four dollars of
“leaking” sales is captured back in the Mount Airy market. It
is important to add that most of the categories listed are
specialty items that are ideally suited in a downtown setting.

Surry County

Countywide Retail Consumer Buying Leakage (Inflow)
Sales
Power
2004

ALL RETAILING (SIC 52-59)
$
SELECTED RETAIL CATEGORIES BELO $
GROCERY STORES
$
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES $
WOMEN'S ACCESSORY & SPECIALTY $
SHOE STORES
$
FURNITURE STORES
$
HOME FURNISHINGS
$
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
$
SPORTING GOODS & BICYCLE STOR $
BOOK STORES
$
JEWELRY STORES
$
GIFT STORES
$
HOBBY, TOY, AND GAME SHOPS
$
CAMERA/PHOTOGRAPHIC SUPPLY $
LUGGAGE AND LEATHER GOODS
$
SEWING/NEEDLEWORK/PIECE GOOD $

992,000,000
340,200,000
178,600,000
23,800,000
4,500,000
17,300,000
1,900,000
99,900,000
2,900,000
1,300,000
1,900,000
4,800,000
700,000
1,500,000
1,100,000

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

746,550,000
332,563,000
156,145,000
40,946,000
610,000
5,568,000
15,549,000
10,901,000
74,408,000
5,379,000
5,518,000
5,412,000
4,547,000
5,377,000
581,000
457,000
1,165,000

$ (245,450,000) $
$
(7,637,000) $
$ (22,455,000)
$
17,146,000 $
$
610,000 $
$
1,068,000 $
$
(1,751,000)
$
9,001,000 $
$ (25,492,000)
$
2,479,000 $
$
4,218,000 $
$
3,512,000 $
$
(253,000)
$
4,677,000 $
$
581,000 $
$
(1,043,000)
$
65,000 $

25% Capture

Sales Per
Square
Foot

(61,362,500)
10,839,250
4,286,500
152,500
267,000
2,250,250
619,750
1,054,500
878,000
1,169,250
145,250
16,250

Retail
Space
Capture
64,380

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

371.79
164.60
178.17
158.81
141.84
167.75
201.63
153.46
161.16
263.92
146.28
146.28
542.63
198.82
74.91

26,042
856
1,681
13,414
4,039
6,543
3,327
7,993
268
217

Figure 5: Capture scenario showing consumer buying power and retail sales for Surry County and a potential capture
rate of 25%. Source: Claritas and Arnett Muldrow & Associates.

2.2.4 The Visitor Market
Randall Travel Marketing is exploring the visitor market in
Mount Airy in greater detail so only a simple snapshot is
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shown in this study. The results here should be examined in
the more thorough context of the Randall Travel Marketing
Study.
The Mount Airy Visitors Center is the probably the single best
way to track the growth in the visitor market over time. It
currently draws about 80,000 visitors per year representing a
dramatic increase in visits to the area over the past decade.
While the total visitor attendance is not known we estimated it
to be about 100,000 per year. Yet, the nature of the visits to
Mount Airy is limited. Day visits, coach groups, and an older
age profile of the visitor create a more limited impact on the
economy than an overnight visitor.
Typically, a visitor market of the current magnitude would
have estimated annual spending power of $50 million (lodging,
meals, admissions, retail goods). Recognizing that the visitor
market, unlike the regional trade market, will be concentrating
spending in specialty retail environment the $50 million impact
becomes a compelling reason to pursue this rapidly growing
segment of the local economy.
2.2.5 Retail Opportunities
Figure 6: The Mount Airy Museum of
Regional History is one of Mount Airy’s many
visitor attractions along with the Visitors’
Center, the Andy Griffith Theater, the Snappy
Lunch, Floyd’s Barber Shop, and many others.

Downtown Mount Airy will continue to serve as a specialty
niche for entrepreneurial retailers and restaurateurs and should
not try to compete head on with the suburban retail offerings in
the community. Strategic enhancement of Downtown Mount
Airy will provide a strong opportunity to reinforce its role as a
multi-purpose “mixed use district.” This district will be of
interest to local and regional residents as well as tourists
resulting in bolstered sales performance, rental rates, and
building values.
¾ Mount Airy can position itself as a “base camp” for many
types of regional activities including biking, hiking, visiting
vineyards, family “simple living” retreats, and many other
activities. Downtown can rightfully assume a central role
in this “base camp” positioning that will expand the visitor
spending.
¾ Elements of future mercantile content in Downtown Mount
Airy would include restaurants, specialty comparison
goods, and “themed” categories such as crafts/artisan
handcrafted products, galleries and art studios, “Simple
Living”
lifestyle
products,
collectibles/antiques,
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recreational/eco-tourism specialty goods and services,
Yadkin Valley wines and food products, farmers’
market/community market. The most successful businesses
will have crossover appeal among residents and tourists.

Figure 7: Restaurants, particularly those with
outdoor dining, have become a major
component of many downtown revitalization
programs.

¾ The importance of restaurants cannot be understated as a
tactic in the overall strategy of positioning Mount Airy as a
visitor destination and reinforcing Downtown Mount Airy
as an important “mixed use district.” Downtown should
offer a variety of restaurant types with a range of price
points and menu offerings appealing to local residents and
tourists. Restaurants will optimally comprise as much as
30 percent of Downtown’s space. Restaurants can be
clustered in close proximity to create a “critical mass”
destination that will complement other downtown uses such
as the Andy Griffith Playhouse and the existing movie
theater/performance venue on Main Street. The City must
pay close attention to the parking needs associated with
restaurants.

2.3 Action Strategies
2.3.1 First Steps – 2005
•

Create Retail Recruitment Program.
A merchant
recruitment program is recommended to generate interest in
Downtown leasing opportunities. Business groups with
interests in promoting Downtown Mount Airy can augment
the tenant solicitation efforts of individual property owners.
A key element of this approach is creating a list of targeted
retailer types and compiling an information database
covering the following issues:
¾ Rental rates and property listing prices
¾ Vacant space inventory of buildings available for lease
¾ List of properties available for sale
¾ Property owner list; leasing agent list
¾ Estimated sales generated in Downtown Mount Airy
¾ Summary of current merchandise categories
¾ Summary of site benefits of Downtown location
¾ Overview of tourist statistics
¾ Summary of
attendance

Downtown

events

with

estimated
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¾ Overview of economic development assistance
•

Establish An Ongoing “Shop in Mount Airy” Regional
Retail Campaign. The City and private marketing interests
should investigate the possibility of mounting a broad
promotional campaign to reinforce Mount Airy as a
regional destination for shopping and entertainment.
Downtown and suburban commercial areas should receive
equal attention.
¾ This type of program can instill local pride as well as
attract sales from outlying areas.
¾ Tourists to the region would be included in this retail
promotional effort.
¾ As retail sales increase, Mount Airy will attract new
retail businesses.

•

Develop Shopper Amenities: Restrooms, Information
Kiosks, Streetscape Improvements, Etc.
Physical
improvements can create a more attractive shopping
environment. The physical component of this strategy will
address these issues in greater detail sharing time frames
and descriptions of the physical improvements and shopper
amenities expected in the future for downtown Mount Airy.

•

Begin Assembling Public/Private Development Team for
Retail Catalyst Project on Market Street. Market Street is
one of the first opportunities to create a retail catalyst
project that will expand retail offerings from the core area
of activity on Main Street. The theme of Market Street will
establish the merchandising direction of this area. The
theme of arts and crafts as well as restaurants should be the
target for Market Street’s rehabilitation and the public
component can include new restroom facilities and a more
permanent home for the Mount Airy Farmers' Market.
With regard to a restaurant in the area, targeted sales should
be $200-$300 per square foot in any new restaurant within
the Market Street redevelopment. This level of sales would
enable an operator to pay rent of $10-$18 per square foot
(assuming 6 percent occupancy costs). A 2,000 square foot
restaurant (seating 50-75 persons) would therefore have
projected sales of $400,000 to $600,000.
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This step recommends forming a development team to
discuss, in greater detail the redevelopment of Market
Street. A proposed plan for this area is shown in Chapter 4.
2.3.2 Next Steps – 2006 – 2008
•

Develop Way-finding and Gateway Signage Program.
One of the critical issues from a visitor’s perspective is
knowing where the amenities in the downtown area are.
The wayfinding program is discussed in greater detail in
Chapter 3.0.

•

Develop New Streetscape Program Phased Throughout
Downtown. Streetscapes including sidewalks, pedestrian
scale lighting, street furniture such as benches and garbage
cans help create a more lively downtown area. Some of the
phasing suggestions for these physical improvements are
discussed in greater detail in Chapter 4.0.

•

Establish Retail “Catalyst” Project: Farmers Market,
Craft/Gallery Space. By 2006, it is hoped that the catalyst
project on Market Street will be underway as discussed in
the first step of the process. It is important to recognize
that physical projects of this nature take time to get up and
running.

Figure 8: Farmers Markets can serve as a

retail catalyst for additional private

2.3.3 Final Steps – 2008 – 2011
•

Evaluate need for additional parking resources to
accommodate new retail development.
As new
development occurs in Mount Airy, the community will
want to examine the need for additional parking. Some of
the first areas where new parking resources should be
considered is along Dixie Street. A second strategy would
involve exploring over/under parking decks that would take
advantage of the topography of Mount Airy to have a two
level deck.

•

Continue
streetscape
improvements
throughout
downtown. Because they are capital intensive, streetscape
improvements will take time. A phased approach to these
will continue to improve downtown.
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3.0 Expanding Mayberry’s Reach:
Marketing Plan
3.1 Vision
Mount Airy will target market to specific audiences expanding
on the solid market success of the quintessential small town
that the Mayberry theme has built for the community.

3.2 Background
The visitor industry in Mount Airy represents the fastest
growing sector of the community’s economy and one that
mirrors national and North Carolina trends. The service-based
economy is replacing the manufacturing sector in many places
and those communities that embrace it stand to reap rich
rewards.
Mount Airy is evidence of this fact. Growth in the visitor
market for Mount Airy has been remarkable in the past decade
with evidence that the visitor market has increased ten times in
during this time. With the continued airing of the Andy Griffith
Show on networks such as TVLand, the continued growth of
events such as Mayberry Days, and the significant brand equity
already banked in the Mayberry theme, it would be a difficult
direction to “walk away” from the a remarkable success story.
Mount Airy does have an opportunity, however, to begin
exploring the deeper meanings of “Mayberry” beyond the fanbase and nostalgia for the characters that the Andy Griffith
Show brought to the country. More and more, Americans are
seeking out the areas that are emblematic of small town values
of personal interaction and caring. This relates well to visitor
trends that indicate that nature based tourism and heritage
tourism (including visiting small towns) is one of the fastest
growing segments of the visitor industry.
Even more
encouraging is the demographic profile of the heritage and
nature based tourist – they are often more affluent, value
community resources, and contribute more to the local
economy than other visitor markets.
From a marketing standpoint, Mount Airy can begin “layering”
its successful Mayberry theme with a savvy targeted marketing
effort geared toward these types of visitors. The campaign
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would focus on Mount Airy as “the base camp” for activities in
the region that would include:
¾ Outdoor recreation
¾ Wineries
¾ Simple living
¾ Downtown shopping
¾ Historic resource tours
In order to achieve this goal, Mount Airy will need to pursue a
sophisticated marketing direction that successfully integrates
the nostalgia for the Andy Griffith Show with the themes above.
Ultimately, overall economic development and recruitment
efforts can more successfully dovetail with the small town
“values” based marketing for visitors to create a more seamless
brand for Mount Airy.

3.3 Action Strategies
3.3.1 First Steps – 2005
•

Create a Uniform “Brand” for Mount Airy. Currently
Mount Airy is using several “branding” items to convey an
image to the community. The wayfinding signs that do
exist in town use a green background with the Chamber of
Commerce Clock, the City of Mount Airy uses its official
seal, the Chamber of Commerce uses both the “Visit
Mayberry” theme and the “Mountains, Music, Mayberry”
tagline, and the County Economic Development
Partnership uses yet another image for the overall
community. While these each represent quality images, an
overall branding that permeates virtually every aspect of
the marketing material for Mount Airy will solidify the
image of the community for visitors, residents, and
potential investors in the community.

•

Launch Internal Marketing Campaign. The Angelou
Economics study for Surry County pointed to an internal
marketing campaign designed to acclimate residents of the
community to the idea of economic growth that is centered
on technology, design, and tourism as a new component of
the traditional manufacturing economy. This campaign can
center on community pride, build up the image of the
quintessential small town, and educate the community on
the value of the visitor and service market of the local
economy.

Figure 9: Potential Brand identity for Mount
Airy showing a contemporary “simple living”
format.
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Figure 10: Sample ad concepts for Mount
Airy profiling target market opportunities
of Music and Food.

•

Begin “Transitional” Marketing to Visitors Layering onto
the Mayberry Theme.
As mentioned before, the
opportunity exists to build on the Mayberry theme through
targeted marketing to specific interest groups. With the
market positioning and identification that Mayberry has
brought to Mount Airy, it would be difficult to walk away
from this successful brand. Instead, we are recommending
that the community consider layering additional targeted
themes to this market specifically focusing the following
four target markets:
¾ Outdoor adventure such as hiking, biking, and fishing;
¾ Food and wine: related to the growth of the winery
industry and building;
¾ Music: building on the long heritage of Old Time and
Blue Grass in the region; and
¾ Arts and Crafts: building on the recommendations of
the Angelou study to work on design and craft as an
emphasis in the community.
By marketing each of these themes, the community will
also be seeding additional growth in these industries by
having special events and activities centered on the events.
The concepts to the left and in Figure 13.

•

Experiment with a “Simple Living Institute” as Effort to
Expand Group Tourism Business. The Simple Living
Institute is an idea for a strategic partnership among a
number of groups in Mount Airy to sponsor events and
activities that will expand the visitor appeal of Mount Airy,
extend visitor stays overnight, and ultimately cultivate a
market for quality oriented activities that will make Mount
Airy a truly unique destination. The concept involves a
series of classes and events that would center on the themes
mentioned above: outdoor recreation, food and wine, arts
and craft, and music. The partnership may involve a local
institution of higher learning that could lend expertise and
educators to help craft the events. Initially, the institute
would have its activities in a variety of places throughout
the community and would, over time, move into a more
permanent home. Ultimately, the institute could serve as
an incubator for new businesses and activities in Mount
Airy. The brochure show in Figures 11 and 12 illustrates a
rough concept for the first season of events.
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Figure 11: Brochure example for future Simple Living Institute programs.
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Figure 12: Inside of sample Simple Living institute program guide. These programs are conceptual only.
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•

Figure 13: Transitional ad showing the relationship between the Andy Griffith Show and the high quality of
life that Mount Airy has to offer. This ad could be an internal as well as external marketing piece.
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•

Launch Co-Op Advertising Campaign. Individual
businesses can play a key role in marketing the overall
community. In the future, we are recommending a series
of co-operative ad campaigns where the individual stores
partner with a marketing group (perhaps the Downtown
Business Association) to promote all of downtown Mount
Airy and profile the local business. Ultimately, this will
solidify downtown’s market presence in the community as
a collection of allied businesses in one location.

3.3.2 Next Steps – 2006 – 2008
•

Expand Branding to Banner Program, Way-Finding, and
Signing for the Community.
For visitors to the
community, finding the way to various amenities such as
the visitors center, the museum, and even Main Street and
parking resources can be a challenge. Signs welcoming
people to Mount Airy and directing them to downtown
often disappear as travelers continue the route. Parking
signs downtown are relatively obscure depending on the
route of the visitor. Ultimately, the brand for Mount Airy
could extend to the banners and welcome signs as well as a
wayfinding system for the community. Some examples of
this are shown on the left.

•

Continue Branding Theme for Newly Developed
Amenities in the Community. As new amenities are
developed in the community such as the Market Street
renovation and the Post Office site project, the brand can be
extended to these amenities using similar color themes,
fonts, and images. Examples of these are shown on the
following page in Figure 16.

Figure 14: Sample banners that profile
the new logo and district identification.

Figure 15: Wayfinding sign concept for
Mount Airy using the banner concept to
direct visitors to attractions and districts.
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Figure 16: These images show the growth of the brand to other districts in downtown.
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4.0 Main Street & Beyond: The Physical
Strategy
4.1 Vision
Mount Airy will utilize the success of Main Street to expand
development in adjacent areas to enhance the retail offerings of
the community, create diverse residential options, and cultivate
new amenities for citizens and visitors.

4.2 Background
Mount Airy’s Main Street continues to flourish as a retail
destination for residents and visitors to the community. With
nearly 100% occupancy on the ground floors, Main Street is a
vibrant place to visit and shop. Its continued health is of
paramount concern for the future vitality to Mount Airy. Every
opportunity and potential enhancement to downtown should
first look to the Main Street corridor as the keystone in the
overall success of downtown.

Figure 17: The Spencer Property represents
one of the key redevelopment projects in
downtown Mount Airy.

There are three geographic areas where physical and functional
redevelopment can contribute to the growth of Downtown
Mount Airy as the center of the community and a vibrant
mixed-use district. The first near-term opportunity exists on
Market Street. Just one block off of Main Street, Market street
has available on street parking, unique architecture, and it
serves as an important bridge between the Renfro Lofts and the
core of Main Street.
The second near-term opportunity is to create a community
gathering space with mercantile activity at the post
office/parking lot on the south end of Main Street. This area
consisting of the existing post office and a large tract of
adjacent vacant land represents an opportunity to anchor the
south end of Main Street in a fashion similar to the way the
Winery, the Museum, and the Main Oak Emporium provide
anchors to the north.
The longer-term (and larger) opportunity is to integrate the the
Spencer’s Sleepwear property south of Willow Street into the
Main Street corridor as a major redevelopment.
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Each of these developments will likely contain a combination
of market-driven uses and public sector amenities designed to
complement private investment.
Elements that have been proposed for these sites include
passive and active recreation space, a “convention facility” or
meeting space, additional residential development, a crafts
incubator, and other mixed use developments.
Based on the market analysis, the marketing direction of the
community and a review of both the Randall Travel Marketing
preliminary study and the Angelou Economics County
Economic Development Strategy, the following physical
projects are recommended for these areas.

4.3 Action Strategies
4.3.1 First Steps – 2005
•

Study Converting Main Street to Two Way Traffic. Main
Street in Mount Airy is currently a one-way street.
Conversions to one-way were commonplace through the
1960’s and 1970’s as traffic engineers facing congestion in
urban areas struggled to move traffic through as quickly as
possible. Frequently, these one-way streets were developed
as one-way pairs with a companion street flowing in the
opposite direction. This never happened in Mount Airy
creating a confusing environment for visitors.
Communities across the United States are removing their
one-way streets in an effort to recreate a vibrant retail
environment for their downtowns. There are a number of
benefits for Mount Airy to consider:
¾ There is adequate room for two way traffic
¾ Every advantage must be given to Main Street
businesses to succeed – a two way street would double
the directional visibility of the street.
¾ In a study of twenty two cities that converted from one
way to two way circulation, business on those streets
improved.
¾ Two-way will calm traffic through downtown and
reduce speeds creating a more vibrant atmosphere for
business.
¾ Loading and service issues can be solved through a
concerted design and enforcement effort.
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This study has provided a preliminary examination of two
way traffic on Main Street which is illustrated in Figure 18
on the following page. We recognize that a change of this
magnitude can cause significant concern with existing
residents and businesses and suggest that the community
continue a thoughtful dialogue on the issue complemented
with empirical data to provide additional guidance. For
that we suggest two studies:
¾ A survey of visitors asking them about their views
on the traffic configuration of Main Street to
determine if they find it confusing or frustrating and
whether that ultimate impacted their pattern of
visiting.
¾ An more detailed traffic study that will examine the
loading issues, the dimensional concerns and the
cost of switching the street to two way traffic.
These studies should be completed along with a dialogue
with the business owners to ultimately make an informed
decision.
•

Secure funding for Public Improvements to Market Street
and Oak Street. As discussed before Market Street and
Oak Street represent one of the first opportunities to create
an expanded area for retail success in Mount Airy. The
plan in Figure 19 suggests these improvements:
¾ A Mount Airy Walk of Fame that would be a creative
way to bring people from Main Street to Market.
¾ Public Restrooms and a Public Market that would
occupy the street once a week and would renovate one
of the buildings on the street as a permanent home for
the market.
¾ Delineated and improved parking along the street.
¾ Improved sidewalks, pedestrian scaled lighting,
pedestrian crosswalks, and enhanced street furniture
including garbage cans and benches.
¾ Renovation of existing buildings with restaurant and
arts/crafts uses as a priority.

•

Private Sector Begins Renovations of Market Street
Buildings.
Concurrent with the renovation of the
streetscape on Market Street, the private sector should work
to renovate the buildings along Market Street.
A
cooperative effort between the town and the private sector
should ensure that outdoor dining is featured with these
buildings.
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•

Figure 18: Conceptual design for two-way traffic on Main Street in Mount Airy.
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•

Figure 19: Plan for Market Street showing parking improvements, outdoor dining opportunities, public
market space, and infrastructure improvements.
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•

Begin discussions with the USPS and private developers
on the future the Post Office block. The development of
this block could be a short-term project depending on how
rapidly the United State Postal Service is interested in
changing their operation at the old facility.
¾ Option A: Retain Retail Post Office. One thought is to
retain the existing retail portion of the Post Office while
relocating the distribution portion to another location.
This would enable some re-use of the rest of the
building for offices for the Surry Arts Council and other
allied groups. The land around the Post Office would,
in turn, develop as the Mount Airy Town Commons –
an open green space, and a residential/mixed use
development that might include live/work units.
¾ Option B: Renovate Entire Post Office. This option
would be pursued if the entire post office operation
were to move to another location. In this scenario, the
facility could be converted to a visitors center, offices
for various organizations in town, and a Mount Airy
Meeting Hall that could handle family reunions, small
social meetings, wedding receptions, and visitor
amenities.
The Post Office might even contain
classroom space for the Simple Living Institute, a
television and radio studio, and a studio style kitchen.
The site is large enough to consider a full-line
restaurant on the site as well.
The plans in Figures 20 and 21 on the following pages
illustrate the potential re-use of the Post Office Site.

4.3.2 Next Steps – 2006 – 2008
•

Implement recommendations of study for Main Street
traffic. Once the study has been completed for the oneway Main Street, it is hoped that the recommendations of
the study will be implemented.

•

Construct Oak and Market Street public improvements.
The 2006 time frame will be appropriate to begin
construction on the Oak and Market Street public
improvements. This will give the community a chance to
secure funding for the public portion of the project and
solidify the public/private partnership with the owners of
the buildings on the block for renovations. Ultimately,
Mount Airy will want the private sector to closely follow
the time frame for public improvements with building
renovations.
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•

Build selected public/private venture on the Post Office
Block and the “Town Commons.” The 2006/07 time
frame is also the appropriate time to begin construction of
improvements to the Town Commons block as well.
Because of the size of this block, improvements could take
several years to complete particularly if the United State
Post Office does not have plans to change their operation in
the existing building in the near term.

Figure 20: Option A for redeveloping the Post Office Block showing townhouses, the town commons, a renovated
post office, and an outdoor pavilion.
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Figure 21: Option B for the renovation of the Post Office block showing addition of meeting space to the

post office, residential townhouses/live work units, and the town commons.
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Explore options for renovation and new construction on
the Spencer Properties south of Willow Street. In the mid
term, the options for the Spencer Properties will become
clearer. The preliminary examination of this large tract of
land points to several uses for the properties:
¾ Office Space Between Willow and Market. This space
is most likely to develop in the short term in
conjunction with the redevelopment of Market Street
itself. The potential for this building is for a mixture of
retail and office space in conjunction with the Farmers’
Market relocation to Market Street. This building
might also serve as the Mount Airy Meeting Hall if the
Post Office cannot be used in this way.
¾ Old Factory Buildings. Several of the more recent
additions to the Spencer mill are not likely to be viable
for commercial or residential use. Additionally, one of
the older buildings at the terminus of Oak Street has
low ceilings not conducive for many practical re-use
options. However, the taller building (and twin of the
Renfro Mill which has been converted to lofts) could be
used for additional residential uses. This conversion is
likely to happen in a longer term redevelopment plan
but could be accelerated with the right mixture of
incentives and willing developer partners.
¾ Vacant Land. The plan illustrates additional housing
for the balance of the land on the site that can be
configured around green space linking the existing
Lovell Creek Greenway to downtown. The plan shows
townhouses and single-family houses.
The
recommendation for additional housing recognizes that
a limited amount of unique housing in a downtown
setting will continue to have demand in Mount Airy and
will help stabilize the existing residential development
on Franklin and Pine Streets.
All of these options are illustrated in Figure 22.
•

4.3.3 Final Steps – 2008 – 2011
•

Complete Willow/Dixie street re-alignment. Ultimately, a
better companion connection between Willow Street and
Rockford Street is needed to complement the Renfro Street
connector on the east side of downtown. Connecting
Willow to Rockford using a realignment of Dixie Street
would also unify parking resources and create opportunities
for small green spaces in the downtown area. Two
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conceptual designs for this realignment are shown in Figure
23.
•

Develop new parking facilities adjacent to new street
alignment. As Willow/Dixie Street is realigned, the
opportunity to create new parking resources in the area will
come available. The existing Dixie Street lot, currently
underutilized, will also become a more important
component of the overall parking resources downtown.
The potential to use this lot both for automobiles and for
bus/coach loading and parking should be examined.

•

Redevelop the Spencer property. The Spencer property
should be redeveloped in the long term using the plans in
this report as a general guide for redevelopment.
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Figure 22: Two options for the Spencer Mill redevelopment each showing commercial uses and a variety of residential options.
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Figure 23: Two options for realigning Willow Street to connect it with Rockford Street.
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5.0 Partnerships for Success:
Organizational Strategy
5.1 Vision
The team of partners involved in the vitality of downtown
Mount Airy will strengthen and expand their cooperative
efforts, exploring new ways to continue the success of
downtown through public/private ventures.

5.2 Background
A broad cross section of organizations has been represented in
the creation of this plan including the Chamber of Commerce,
the Tourism Development Authority, the Surry Arts Council,
the Downtown Business Association, the Downtown
Merchants Inc., Surry Community College, the Gilmer Smith
Foundation, and others. These groups have come together in
an unprecedented effort to plan for the future of Mount Airy.
The community is poised for a new horizon of commitment to
downtown revitalization. It is already among the more
successful downtowns since it never fully lost its retail base.
The marketing related to Mayberry and the growing visitor
market has bolstered the success for downtown amidst regional
economic decline that might otherwise have signaled more
vacancies in downtown.
Mount Airy must continue this momentum, push the “comfort
level” with commitments to public private partnerships, and
pursue a policy of aggressive economic revitalization for the
core of the community in the future. The Steering Committee
that has come together to complete this master plan can play a
key role in that endeavor.

5.3 Action Strategies
5.3.1 First Steps – 2005
•

Present the Plan to Various Community Groups. A large
cross-section of the leadership of Mount Airy representing
many groups has come together to work on this master plan
effort. The existing committee should form a small
speakers group to share the plan with various service
organizations and other groups in Mount Airy and the
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greater region. One of the key ways to garner additional
support for the plan and hopefully engage potential
developers for the effort will be to share the key elements
of the plan whenever possible and keep the ideas in the
public.
•

Retain a Core Group of Leaders to “Keep the Pace” on
the Master Plan Effort. A core group of interested
partners from the Steering Committee should continue to
meet with City officials to pursue the recommendations in
this plan. We recommend that this group become a more
permanent “sounding board” as implementation of the
various recommendations of the plan come to fruition.
This is particularly important since several of the
recommendations are vested with groups other than the
City of Mount Airy.

•

Develop a Self-Financing Bond District. Amendment One
passed referendum in November allowing North Carolina
to become the 49th state to allow a form of tax increment
bonding for projects.
Self-financing bonds are an
innovative tool used by cities and counties to help pay for
various public improvements within a redevelopment area.
These areas are designated either blighted or conservation
areas. Because of their stagnating, deteriorating, or
declining conditions, these areas have not been subject to
significant private investment. Self-financing bonds allow
the local government to use public tax dollars to help
eradicate the blight conditions and encourage future private
investment in the redevelopment area.
Real property in the district is tabulated and certified..
Taxing authorities will continue to receive taxes as usual
based on this “total equalized assessed value” as it did prior
to the district being approved. However, the taxing
authorities agree to contribute those taxes on the increase in
taxable value. This increase, or increment, above the initial
assessed value, is used to issue bonds and pay for the
projects identified in the redevelopment plan.
For instance, there may be a vacant property within an
established Self-Financing Bond district which generates
$X amount of taxes every year. When this property is
developed, its tax value would naturally be greater due to
the improvements ($X for the land prior to being built upon
plus $Y for the improvement). In this overly simplified
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example, each taxing agency would continue to receive
taxes based on the original $X. However, the taxes
resulting from the increase in tax value, or $Y, would be
placed into a special fund and used to issue bonds and pay
for redevelopment projects. The following simple scenario
illustrates what could happen on a ten million dollar
investment in Mount Airy. It could generate a bond in the
amount of $1.3 million to be dedicated to public
investments.
Mount Airy Development Scenario
New Development Valued at
$
Mount Airy Rate
$
Surry County Rate
$
Total Tax Revenue
$
Debt Coverage
Revenue in Reserve
$
Total Available for Debt Service $
Term of Bond (Years)
Potential Bond Interest Rate
Bond Amount

•

10,000,000.00
56,000.00
64,000.00
120,000.00

0.56
0.64
20%

24,000.00
96,000.00
20
4.0%
($1,320,174.87)

Examine Bonding of Other Revenue Streams. Two
additional revenue streams, traditionally used only for
“pay-as-you-go” type projects in Mount Airy have the
opportunity to create additional funding options for the
community.
¾ The Hotel Tax was doubled in the summer of 2004.
The vast majority of this funding should be maintained
to continue the aggressive marketing of the community.
However, a small portion could be used to service debt
on a bond to construct the Mount Airy Meeting Hall
facility that could potentially be located at the Post
Office site or in the office building of the Spencer Mill.
No more than 33% of the Hotel Tax should be
dedicated to debt service leaving the balance for
continued marketing.
¾ The other source of revenue that could be used for
capital projects would be the Downtown Assessment
money currently managed by Downtown Merchants
Incorporated (DMI). DMI would still control the use of
the funds but would continue a partnership with the
City to bond the funds for more aggressive
improvements in the area. As with the hotel tax, the
DMI funds should not exhaust the funds available. Up
to 50% of the annual revenues generated in the district
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could go toward these improvements. If funds are to go
toward projects on the Spencer property, the district
should be expanded to include these properties.
•

Apply for CDBG Funds for Market Street Public Market.
Community Development Block Grant funding,
traditionally dedicated primarily to fund housing
improvements has been refocused on more economic
development oriented projects. Because the downtown
area is within a recently designated State Development
Zone, it will likely qualify for additional funding from the
CDBG program. The funds must go for an economic
development project that has job creation tied in. The
relocation and potential expansion of the Farmers Market
may be a qualifying project.

•

Explore Other Incentive and Funding Options. The
federal government and private foundations have a number
of programs geared toward entrepreneurial development.
Angelou Economics, as part of their retainer with Mount
Airy, can help match some of these funding options to the
plans in this report.
¾ More specifically, North Carolina is exploring Textile
Rehabilitation incentive program that would provide
income tax credits to developers who pursue
renovations and reuse of old textile mill properties in
the state. If this bill passes in the 2005 session it could
have a significant positive impact on the future of the
Spencer property by providing the developer significant
tax advantages.
¾ New Market Tax Credits from the Federal Government
could also be partnered with certain developments in
the area that could provide up to a 39% credit over
seven years. Several organizations in North Carolina
are working with investors on these credits.
¾ Low Interest Loan Pools can help certain businesses
with a pool of money dedicated to the types of uses
encouraged in the plan including restaurants and certain
other specialty retail programs. Often, these loans are
tied to capital projects that would include upfit for
tenants and building rehabilitation.

5.3.2 Mid Term – 2006 – 2008
•

Issue Bonding for Capital Improvement Projects. Once
the package of funding and the proposed projects are
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settled on, the community can issue bonds for
improvements in the medium term. Frequently, local banks
are asked to bid on smaller bond issues and the cost of
these bonds is considerable less than larger issues.
•

Consider Creation of 501C4 Development Corporation.
By the end of the mid-term time frame, the community may
want to consider creating a 501C4 Development
Corporation to handle the types of public private
partnerships that will be emerging in Mount Airy. This
corporation can be an arm of the City and have a board of
directors that can help administer incentives, hold and
dispense property, and work on development deals. In
many communities, these types of corporations are tied in
closely with the planning function of the town government
with overlapping staff resources.
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6.0 Conclusion and Implementation
The attached “Strategy Board” summarizes all of the projects
indicated in the master plan into one document to be used by
the various groups that will be implementing the plan. The
strategy board divides the projects in several ways:
•

Goals. Each of the plan strategies and visions are outlined
in the strategy board. It is important to remember the
ultimate marketing and development strategies that each
project supports. Of course, each of these strategies is
linked with one another, but failure to achieve any one goal
does not negate the ability to achieve others.

•

Responsibilities. The strategy board presents suggestions
for organizations or entities that will be responsible for
leading the implementation of each of the projects. These
are color-coded and need to be continually reviewed.
While an agency may be assigned lead role for
implementation, each of these projects should be pursued
through partnerships.

•

Time Frames. The projects are divided into three time
frames. The first series of projects are demonstration
projects that should begin immediately. These will be
completed within the year after the plan is adopted. The
second set of projects is labeled “next steps.” Some of
these mid-term projects are more advanced while others are
continuations of projects that began during the initial
period. These mid term projects should be completed
within the following three years. The final series of
projects are long-term projects or goals that should be
worked toward in the planning process.

The future of Mount Airy depends on an approach toward
redevelopment that will involve significant partnerships
between the public and private sectors. The community has
consistently demonstrated its ability to pursue successful
projects and this effort will continue the trend of solid
downtown revitalization for the coming years.
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Mount Airy West Side Development Master Plan – Implementation Strategy Board
The projects, programs and policies listed below represent a phased approach to the implementation of the Master Plan. This strategy board should be seen as a “Living Document” which will be revisited often. As a result,
certain projects and programs may be added, others eliminated, and priorities changed. The groups identified should lead the efforts. Several groups not identified on the chart will play pivotal roles implementing the plan.

Strategies

First Steps: 2005

★

Creating the Growth:
Economic
Development Strategy

♦
♦
♦

Expanding
Mayberry’s Reach:
Marketing Strategy

✖
✖
✖
✖
★

♦
♦

Main Street and
Beyond:
The Physical Strategy

✚
♦

Create retail recruitment program.
´ Establish an ongoing “Shop in Mount Airy”
loyalty program to market to the region.
Develop shopper amenities:
restrooms,
information kiosks, shopping guides.
Put together economic development package to
recruit new development.
Begin assembling public/private development
team for retail catalyst project on Market Street.

Create a uniform “Brand” for Mount Airy.
Launch internal marketing campaign.
Begin “transitional” targeted marketing to visitors
layering onto the Mayberry theme.
Experiment with Simple Living Institute as effort
to expand group tourism business.
Launch co-op advertising campaign.

Study converting Main Street to two-way traffic.
Secure funding for Market Street and Oak Street
public improvements.
Private sector begins renovations of Market Street
buildings.
Begin discussions with the USPS and private
developers on the future the Post Office block.

♦
♦
✚

✖
✖

♦
♦
✚
♦
♦

´♦ Present the plan to various community groups.

Partnerships for
Success:
Organizational
Strategy

Next Steps: 2006 – 2008

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
✖

Develop a self-financing bond district in the area.
Examine bonding of other revenue streams.
Continue meeting with strategic partnership.
Apply for CDBG funds for Market Street Public
Market.
Assemble other incentives for redevelopment.
Form strategic partnership to implement Simple
Living Institute concept.

♦
♦



♦ City of Mount Airy –  DMI – Ì DBA – ´ Chamber of Commerce – ® Private Sector

Develop way-finding and gateway signing
program.
Develop streetscape improvements phased
throughout downtown.
♦ Complete retail catalyst project on Market
Street.

Final Steps: 2008-2011
♦
♦

Continue streetscape improvements throughout
downtown.
Evaluate need for additional parking resources to
accommodate new retail development.

Issue bonding for capital improvement projects.
Consider creation of a 501c4 development
corporation.
Ì Rejoin the National Main Street Program.

Mount Airy will solidify its role as a
regional destination and couple this
success with a growing visitor market
to create new opportunities for retail,
restaurant, residential, and
professional developments.

Mount Airy will target market to
specific audiences expanding on the
solid market success of the
quintessential small town that the
Mayberry theme has built for the
community.

Expand branding to banner program, way-finding
and signing for the community.
Continue branding theme for newly developed
amenities in the community.

Implement recommendations of study for Main
Street traffic.
Construct Oak and Market Street public
improvements.
Build selected public private venture on the Post
Office Block.
Build the Town Commons adjacent to the Post
Office.
Explore options for renovation and new
construction on the Spencer Properties south of
Willow Street.

Vision

♦
♦
✚

Complete Willow/Dixie street re-alignment.
 Develop new parking facilities adjacent to new
street alignment.
Redevelop the Spencer property.

Mount Airy will utilize the success of
Main Street to expand development in
adjacent areas to enhance the retail
offerings of the community, create
diverse residential options, and
cultivate new amenities for citizens
and visitors.

The team of partners involved in the
vitality of downtown Mount Airy will
strengthen and expand their
cooperative efforts, exploring new
ways to continue the success of
downtown through public/private
ventures.
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